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“You can observe a lot by watching” - Yogi Berra
ABSTRACT
After defeating Iraqi forces in 2003, and more than 12 years fighting
counterinsurgency and stability operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, our military forces
have become expert at operating from Forward Operating Bases (FOB), Combat
Outposts (COP), and relying on logistics situated in these dispersed static positions to
conduct and sustain this long fight. Our forces have had the luxury of time and
controlled routes to build up critical supplies, and government contractors to accomplish
many of the site logistical requirements. In our evolution for this asymmetrical warfare,
how well have we retained at the tactical Army level the tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTP) needed to fight a Joint Air/ Land battle?
Operation Desert Storm in 1991 provides a rich backdrop for Joint air/ land and sea
forces employing mobile maneuver warfare to decisively defeat Iraqi forces in Iraq and
Kuwait. The article “Red Dragons of Operation Desert Storm” will provide a glimpse, at
the tactical battalion level, on actions needed to support complex Combined Decisive
Action Operations.
What does “right” look like?How does one perform traffic control for converging
forces in the desert? Synchronize action of 700 600? soldiers to support 145,000
Soldiers? Maximize punch of a low density, high demand task force? This article
reports on first-hand, on-the-ground experience to answer these and other questions
that will arise andas Yogi Berra alsosaid “It is déjà vu all over again!”

Red Dragons of Operation Desert Storm:
Lessons from Operating in a Complex Decisive Action Mission
COL (Ret) Michael T. Brown

“Prepare for the unknown by studying how others in the past have coped with the
unforeseeable and the unpredictable.” - George S. Patton

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
After defeating Iraqi forces in 2003, in more than 12 years fighting counterinsurgency and
stability operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, our military forces have operated from Forward
Operating Bases (FOB), Combat Outposts (COP), and have effectively coordinated and supplied
these dispersed static positions to conduct and sustain this long fight. Our forces have had the
luxury of time and controlled routes to stock critical supplies, and government contractors to
accomplish many of the site logistical requirements.
This force deployment model is significantly different than the operational campaign of
Operation Desert Storm in 1991, where the Joint air/ land and sea forces employed mobile

maneuver warfare to decisively defeat Iraqi forces in Iraq and Kuwait. As our Army looks at
potential future campaigns and engagements around the world, leaders are once again focused
on the doctrine, tactics, techniques and procedures to conduct complex Decisive Action
Operations (DAO).
To win in a complex interconnected world, the 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review identified 11
enduring Armed Forces missions in which the Army plays a substantial role, including
capabilities to counter weapons of mass destruction (WMD), and provide support to civil
authorities in Homeland Defense.1

The new TRADOC Pam 525-3-1, The U.S. Army Operating Concept, provides a strategic vision
that Army forces must provide the Joint Force with “multiple options, integrate the efforts of
multiple partners, operate across multiple domains, and present our enemies and adversaries
with multiple dilemmas”.2 The Army Operating Concept identifies these attributes as critical
enablers to dictate the terms of operations and render an enemy incapable of responding. My
intent in this article is to illustrate what these operational attributes mean to soldiers and
leaders at the tactical battalion level: situational understanding through action, adaptability,
simultaneity, operating in depth and endurance to sustain operations.
I will describe key lessons learned by the 2d Chemical Battalion during Operation Desert
Storm in 1991, and demonstrate the relevance of these lessons in the context of today’s Army
Operating Concept. The information in this article is based on my experience as the S3
Operations Officer, 2d Chemical Battalion in 1990- 1991, using information from my daily leader
memo books, maps and notes from the battalion After Action Report.
I want to start by painting the operational picture in the theater of operations and the
actions to liberate Kuwait from Iraqi invasion. By understanding the preparation and the
phases of ground combat, and what the 2d Chemical Battalion achieved during the fight, you
will see the challenges we faced and overcame. I will provide details on the tactical planning
needed to support the Army VII Corps attack in the liberation of Kuwait in 1991, including some
vignettes in this article, probably not known by many, to bring new life to the rich history of this
battalion. NOTE:this paragraph may flow better if you reverse the order of the three sentences
i.e. 1,2 3 to 3, 2, 1

Events Leading to Operation Desert Storm
NARRATIVE
In August 1990, Iraq attacked Kuwait and seized the oil fields and the capital, Kuwait City.
The 2d Chemical Battalion received deployment orders from Fort Hood, Texas, and by 27

October 1990 the battalion had closed into Saudi Arabia and was attached to the XVIII Airborne
Corps for the Defense of Saudi Arabia during Operation Desert Shield.

2d Chemical Battalion Commander and battle staff
Saudi Arabia Nov 1990 (Author top row, third from tent)

As the campaign moved into offensive planning in December 1990, the 3d Army of Central
Command (ARCENT) attached the 2d Chemical Battalion to the Army VII Corps (designated the
main force for the attack into Iraq), and the soldiers of the Red Dragon Battalion joined the
Jayhawks of VII Corps on 10 January 1991. The VII Corps would eventually total approximately
145,000 Soldiers, and be comprised of four Armor divisions (one being the UK 1st Armor
Division), one Mechanized Infantry Division and the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment.
The Red Dragons conducted the transition from supporting XVIII Airborne Corps in the
defense of Saudi Arabia while receiving four new companies. On 10 Jan 1991, while still
receiving equipment at the Ad Damam port in Saudi Arabia for two mechanized smoke
companies, the Battalion deployed the advanced party to link up with the 1st Infantry Division
(Mech) (1IDM), known as the Big Red One, in Tactical Assembly Area (TAA) Roosevelt, in the
Northern desert plains of Saudi Arabia.

By 17 Jan 1991, the main body of the Battalion arrived at TAA Roosevelt, having been
attached to the Division Artillery (DIVARTY), 1IDM. The final approved VII Corps plan called for
the 1IDM to carry the initial VII Corps main effort, through the border berm breach and defeat
of the Iraqi 26th Infantry Division in the zone of attack until the breach head was secured.
Subsequently, the 3d Armor Division (Spearhead) would be designated the main attack.

The Road to Battle- 24 February 1991

The 2d Chemical Battalion mission was to tactically move - with 590 Soldiers and 207
wheeled/ armor tracked vehicles, pulling 111 trailers - at least 375 kilometers cross country,
during day/night/ limited visibility, in combat conditions. Action would begin by supporting the
attack of 1IDM and, on order, tactically move to link up and support the attack and exploitation
operations of 3d Armor Division – all while both divisions were in contact!
On 24 February 1991 VII Corps attacked in zone into Iraq to begin the defeat and destruction of
Iraqi forces in depth and to liberate Kuwait.

After the early morning preparation fires using air strikes, field artillery and rocket volleys
against the initial Iraqi forces, VII Corps armored forces attacked to secure the initial breach
head and defeat the defending Iraqi forces. The attacking divisions of the VII Corps moved so

quickly that the Corps commander requested civilian tour buses to help move the enemy
prisoners of war to holding sites south in Saudi Arabia.

VII Corps attack into Iraq- combat power as
far as the eye could see!

The rapid and violent ground attack into Iraq was soon ahead of the planned timeline, and
on 25 February 1991 the 3d Armor Division (3AD) (Spearhead) was designated by VII Corps to
become the main attack. The 2d Chemical Battalion would now need to tactically move to link
up with 3AD by night of 25 February 1991.
With the entire VII Corps attacking into the Iraqi desert, it may be hard to imagine how there
could be a traffic jam in the middle of nowhere - but it happened! As we were moving north
into Iraq our column suddenly came to a halt. Radio traffic squawked we were “jammed up”
and could not move. I moved forward to see what was happening- and saw that our lead
vehicles, and the lead armored vehicles of a British Field Artillery unit from the 1st UK Tank
Division, the Desert Rats, were sitting facing each other and none were moving.
I remembered in the movie Patton that the General also encountered a traffic jam of
vehicles in North Africa during WW II and positioned himself to direct traffic. I confirmed with
my driver Specialist Ken Sebourn that he also saw that movie and he moved our vehicle to the
“intersection.” I climbed on top of our vehicle to begin directing traffic. Yes, it sure worked, and
we were all able to move, alternating vehicles between the columns, to continue our mission!

Night Move- 25 February 1991

The next phase would be the highest risk window for the soldiers of the 2d Chemical
Battalion during the ground war, as we would be detaching from the Big Red One Division (in
contact with the enemy) and moving (day and night) with only organic security and logistics, to
link up with the Spearhead Division (also in contact with the enemy) and to continue supporting
the Corps main attack. Communication with both divisions would be critical to ensure they
were aware of our movement, and to minimize the threat from friendly fire.
By nightfall, the fog of war seemed to close around us. Although our battalion arrived at the
agreed contact point coordinated with the 3AD, there were no forces to meet us at what was
no more than a remote point in the sand. As a backup plan, I had coordinated to integrate our
continued movement with a US Field Artillery Brigade for protection since this unit was also
moving further west to link up with 1IDM.
During the night we navigated through literally acres of unexploded sub-munitions from our
own field artillery rockets. After midnight we dropped off the Field Artillery’s tactical column
when we were approximately in the middle of the 3AD zone of attack. We had not yet made
contact with any units of the 3AD. To preserve our soldiers’ strength, reduce the potential for
friendly fireand to maximize the limited fuel we carried, we“circled the wagons”with
mechanized vehicles on the perimeter- formed up in a defensive formation. NOTE: where were

the un-mechanized vehicles? In the cold winds and rain of a sudden storm in the early morning
hours, Specialist Sebourn and I raised the base station radio antenna on our HMMWV and
continued to try to contact the 3AD. I did not want us to be a bunch of unknown hot spots to
friendly attack aircraft looking for targets!

I finally made contact on the 3AD command FM radio network around 3 am on 26 February.I
told the Division G3 Operations Officer who we were, and our approximate location. He
acknowledged, said the Division was in the middle of a tank fight and that he would be back to
us.

Strange how one can find comfort in the little things in life! Because the VII Corps
commander had decided to fight using the analog “push to talk” FM radio network, I knew that
any staff officer or soldier in the operations center should be monitoring radio traffic. I
visualized the Spearhead Tactical Operations Center, imagined a staff officer eavesdropping on
my transmission with the Division G3, and although hope is not a course of action, I hoped
fervently that someone plotted us on their maneuver map board!
By first light, the 2d Chemical Battalion was able to spot and trail some fuel tankers in the
3AD zone until we linked up with the 3AD Tactical Operations Center (DTOC) by nightfall on 26
February 1991. With only limited organic tank and pump trucks for fuel, and no replenishment
since topping them all off during the first day of the breach, we rolled into the 3AD DTOC on
fumes.
The 2d Chemical Battalion remained attached to the 3AD for the duration of the ground war,
prepared to provide hasty decontamination (we did not have the trucks and logistics to carry all
the water and decontaminants needed for deliberate decontamination). The mechanized
smoke companies were prepared to support forward brigades with battlefield obscuration if
needed. We moved as part of the Division Support Command (DISCOM).

Into Kuwait Guided by Oil Well Fires- 27 February
1991
The Red Dragon Soldiers tactically moved all day on the 27th, as the Spearhead Division
fought into the Iraqi Medina Republican Guards Division. The column made slow progress in
the afternoon, passing by destroyed Iraqi positions, and going through Iraqi mine fields.
Specialist Sebourn and I rode ahead of our columns to scout out routes and a potential
assembly site we would need that night. We crossed a single lane asphalt road (the border with
Kuwait) in the middle of destroyed Iraqi tanks, and saw many Iraqi soldiers being rounded up as
enemy prisoners of war by 3AD combat units.
As we moved back to that asphalt road at night with the illumination of the Kuwaiti oil fires
to our backs, I once again relied on hope (our best plans notwithstanding) that we could find
our battalion and lead the vehicles to our assembly area. As the road came into view in night
vision goggles, I was ecstatic to see the bumper number of our attalion on the lead mechanized
track vehicle!

Oil Well Fires Kuwait
In the early morning hours of 28 February 1991, at the conclusion of the 100 hour ground
fight, the 2d Chemical Battalion moved into a hasty defensive position just inside the Western
Kuwait border. In the following days and weeks, the 2d Chemical Battalion secured our sector,
supported 3d Armor Division in humanitarian support near Safwan in Iraq, and performed
maintenance/ recovery operations.

LESSONS LEARNED
Now that we have established the context of these 2d Chemical Battalion operations during
Desert Storm, we can identify some of the key Lessons Learned while supporting a complex
Decisive Action Operation, and how they may be relevant to our Army today:
“History, with all her volumes vast, hath but one page” George Gordon Byron

Mission Command
Situational Understanding, Adaptability, Simultaneity

Attachment: There was much discussion in doctrine that chemical units should not be
attached, but rather put under Operational Control, or even organized in a Direct Support/
General Support relationship to the maneuver unit. As the Battalion S3 Operations officer, and
with the support of the battalion commander, LTC First Name Kilgore, we always pushed for
attachment orders.
When a unit is attached, you belong to the organization. That includes mission analysis,
movement, logistics support, administration and medical/ fires fire? support. Formal orders of
attachment were critical to the battalion’s ability to get needed support such as attachment of
additional units, personnel reporting, food, fuel, priority maintenance support, and task
organization for combat support.
When we arrived in 1 IDM on 10 January 1991, our companies were not recognized by some
of the Big Red One organizations because of our shoulder patch, so support was not always
forthcoming. When I mentioned this to the Division Chief of Staff, he wrote on his memo pad:
“The 2d Chemical Battalion is part of the Big Red One - you will Feed them, Fuel them, Fix them,
and Supply them”. Many members of the battalion staff carried copies of this note in their
pockets to use when they needed support!
Mission Analysis: Upon arrival in the 1IDM we focused on understanding the Division Mission
and the 1IDM commanding generals’ intent:
•
•

•

Violent attack- maintain momentum of the attack through the breach zone
No smoke in the breach- our advanced imaging technology would have given us tactical
advantage over the Iraqi’s limited ability to see though obscuration on the battlefield.
However, we had overwhelming combat power and the commander did not want to
slow our forces moving in the breach lanes into Iraq.
Support deception operations showing strength in the East (with the 1st Cavalry Divisionknown as the First Team.)

We used mission analysis to understand the specified and implied tasks and to assess impact
on task organization and operational planning. Integrating into a unit requires time to work out
positioning of units, tactical movement routes and timing, and communications. Based on this
understanding, I focused on getting approval for our restated mission, task organization of the
battalion’s subordinate units, and synchronization into the overall 1IDM plans, as well as being
part of all training rehearsals. NOTE: I infer that the missions was restated FROM the
description on page 5 of moving from 1IDM to 3AD, but it’s not specifically clear what it was
restated TO. Also, who had to approve it, and how did being attached (versus DSm etc) affect
this process?
Being attached to the 1IDM, the battalion was incorporated into the Division Synchronization
Matrix- detailing all units/ priority of actions over time based on the Division mission. Since our
battalion was attached to the Division Artillery (DIVARTY), we were able to show an alternative
task organization that would better support the division scheme of maneuver.With the
DIVARTY commander’s support our proposal was approved by the division.
Task Organization: The “doctrinal” approach used by many planners in 1991 was to apportion
low density chemical units among the combat formations. Although this appears to work on
the surface during training at home, the sustainability over vast distances and troop
concentrations required a different approach. (NOTE: I Moved this up from below) In the
original draft of the Division Operations Plan, the division staff allocated the 2d Chemical
Battalion as follows:
1. Each subordinate company was designated to support one maneuver brigade
2. Each Fox Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) reconnaissance platoons was
designated to operate with one combat brigade
3. Battalion HQ, with two remaining decon platoons would be held to respond to division
needs.
NOTE: It seems like the three points above each correspond to one of the three following
paragraphs, but they aren’t in the same order? Also, eachof the following paragraphs should
have some words that link back to the corresponding point in the original plan
The specified tasks of 1IDM drove our Battalion implied tasks, which I took as an opportunity
to go back up our chain of command with alternative recommendations.
3)?The division planned to have return flow lanes back south through the border berm into
Saudi Arabia on the division left and right flanks. These would be the only return lanes used to
evacuate damaged combat vehicles to be repaired and manned with new vehicle crews. Rather
than distributing decontamination assets to the supported brigades, we recommended keeping
decon command and control within the 2d Chemical Battalion for the breach. We could
coordinate and mass the logistical support needed for the mission, and could maintain control
of units to simplify detachment/ attachment when we were ordered to link up with the 3AD.

2)? We recommended positioning the scarce Fox NBCR Vehicle assets forward in the division
breach zone, under control of the Crossing Force Commander at the Division Tactical Alternate
Command Post (TAC). Their mission was not to perform reconnaissance in zone. Instead they
were tasked to move with the forward combat units, prepared to perform NBC recon to
confirm CLEAN routes in the event of a chemical attack in the breach. he CG 1IDM intent maintain attack momentum through the breach.
1)? Rather than distributing the two mechanized smoke companies, our battalion
recommended attaching themto the 2d Brigade (4/37 Armor Battalion) during the preparation/
deception phase of operations leading to the attack on 24 February 1991. These two
mechanized smoke assets would support the Division deception plan of portraying strength in
the east of our zone. When the attack began, The 1IDM right flank was a mechanized smoke
track vehicle of 2d Chemical Battalion, next to an M1 tank of the 1st Cavalry Division!
Vignettes on Attachment: Two events stand out in my mind during the deception planning
before the ground attack into Iraq. Both clearly showed the benefits of belonging to a unit and
having time for detailed planning and coordination:
•

•

The main crew-operated weapon on the armored smoke track vehicles was a .50 Caliber
machine gun. At the forward corps ammunition supply point there was a shortage of
serviceable ammunition for these guns. In spite of submitting requisitions for the
ammunition for our units, there was none to be had in theater. I mentioned this
shortage to the Executive Officer of the 4/37 Armor Battalion, and he told me, “not to
worry, we will cross level .50 cal ammunition from across our battalion to help your two
smoke companies supporting us”.
I also had a major concern about vulnerability of the mechanized smoke companies to
Iraqi armor threats. If the planned raids into Iraq successfully portrayed a much larger
armored force and Iraqi tanks reacted to the deception, our two companies were at
significant risk of being exposed and without weapons to help disengage from enemy
tank forces. When I brought this concern up to LTC First Name Marlin, the Battalion
Commander 4/37 AR, he responded- “I can put a platoon of tanks under control of each
of your smoke commanders if they are able to work with that?!” That simple solution
by the armor battalion commander showed me he valued our support, and cared about
our soldiers supporting his mission! The mechanized smoke units were part of his
formation and he would help protect them in combat as his own.

Synchronization Matrix:
This simple chart depicts planned operations and tasks for every unit over time. Being
incorporated in the Synch Matrix reflected our mission priority and approved tasks.
As planned in the Division Synch Matrix, three days before the attack the battalion received an
entire combat engineer battalion to dig in the two deliberate decontamination sites for the

1IDM. The engineer battalion provided outstanding support by digging, scraping, and bull
dozing the desert plain to lay out the two decontamination (decon) sites for the Big Red One.
Their preparation ensured sufficient area for unit self-security during decon after a chemical
agent attack, and tactical approaches from four different compass directions at each site
depending upon the wind direction at the time of decon
The battalion also ordered forward prepositioning of additional fog oil for smoke operationsand 600 barrels were delivered to forward sites (the battalion actually had to test samples and
select the best fog oil earlier in the campaign so it could be produced in theater- that is another
story!) NOTE: “ordered forward prepositioning”: meaning orders to internal 2 nd Cml assets or
meaning requested action by supported units or meaning the engineers did it?
.
To reduce dependence on pumps for decontamination, the engineer battalion incorporated
dirt ramps at each of the decontamination sites. 5000 gallon water tankers could be driven up
the ramps for downloading by gravity feed. Since the 2d Chemical Battalion planned to
provision and man two deliberate decontamination sites on the Division flanks, we were able to
have VII Corps Support Command (COSCOM) send us 5000 gal tankers of water, and
preposition 20,000 gallons of water at the decon sites before the attack.
Maneuver commanders were prepared to fight dirty if any of their forward combat elements
were attacked and contaminated with chemical agents in the breach. During the rehearsals of
the plan, commanders focused on maintaining momentum of the attack through the breach
and defeat of the defending Iraqi division to our front.
As an interesting twist to our plans we were informed the battalion had to be prepared to
support the UK 1st Tank Division (Desert Rats) fighting as part of the US VII Corps, when they
passed through the US 1st Infantry Division after the breach. The British Division Commander
incorporated a tactical pause in their attack north of the breach sites using British doctrine
designating “Forming Up Positions” or FUPs after the passage of lines through the US Big Red
One. The UK Desert Rats wanted to have decontamination support at the FUPs if attacked by
Iraqi chemical weapons in the breach into Iraq.
As a result of this additional requirement, the 12th Chemical Company, commanded by then CPT
Phil Visser, remained with the 1IDM when the battalion detached from the division- to maintain
deliberate decontamination capability for the 1IDM, and to also flexibility to provide hasty
decon for the UK forces if needed.

Communications
Operating in Depth

Analog or Digital: Not all units were modernized to the same levels for communications. This
was clear in the various US units arriving from Europe, the continental US, and even between
units from the Active Duty and Reserve/ National Guard. During DESERT STORM, the VII Corps
commander decided to fight using the FM radio network thus fighting the campaign on the
analog radio network. When our battalion linked up with the 3AD during their attack into the
Iraqi Tawalkana and subsequently the Medina Republican Guards Divisions, we had to be
written manually into the ivision call sign/ frequency tables. This task occupied the S-6 and G-6
staffs through the entire night.
NOTE: moved thiS paragraph lower down)The analog network works very well in dynamic
maneuver warfare, but requires some key skills. Commanders and staffs had to quickly
incorporate practices not used in the digital mode: listening to traffic on the network, plotting
and tracking in real time unit actions, status, and locations. Staffs can actually leverage
electronic “eavesdropping” on FM to monitor command traffic, plotting unit locations and
actions. (This what I hoped would happen when the 3AD G-3 staff recorded our position after
overhearing the conversation on FM between me and their boss.)They can update new
developments and changes in plan to all commands - a plus to maintain situational
understanding.
We learned that commanders and battle staffs have to be aware of the differences within
units if operating in an analog (moving) or digital (static) mode of communications during
operations. Many of the routine reports - particularly for vehicle parts/ maintenance and
supplies - could not be easily sent on the move. This had a huge impact on the rate of data
update, logistics requisitions for parts and fuel and resulting situational awareness and
understanding. No requisition - no new engine, no fuel - no movement!
In a static Tactical Assembly Area, units could (if equipped) plan and submit reports in a
“digital” mode. Personnel actions, maintenance and supply requisitions, tactical operations
plans and graphics could be transmitted in digital formats. Additionally, in the digital mode,
operational maps, control lines, and lines of attack and objectives can be sent to all subordinate
units at once. Merging digital reports for unit status is easy, and sharing changes across the
command is quick.

No Lone Actor: Commanders emphasized that there are no lone actors on the battlefield. It is
very easy to be written into an operations plan, but the battalion battle staff must perform the

detailed coordination and analysis to make the plan executable. Staff analysis must consider
the time and distance effects on supplies, particularly on fuel, ammunition and food/ water.
Our battalion found gaps in the Army Modified Tables of Organization and Equipment (MTOE)
The MTOE authorizes a unit the key equipment for their mission. but did not provide for
sufficient organic logistics. The battalion headquarters did not have any vehicle recovery
assets, nor any fuel tankers for refueling. We were forced to consolidate these limited assets
from the companies, and cross level supplies as needed.
Our battalion also had to coordinate to obtain unit location sites, for priority on routes, and
for access to medical evacuation (medevac) and for fires when required. My efforts during the
weeks leading to the attack centered on coordinating with the lead combat brigades to agree
on where each of our units would be during each phase of the operation, and what routes
through their area of operations we would move and what sites we would occupy. This
detailed planning, as well as participation in the 1IDM brigade level rehearsals helped to
minimize surprise and the potential of friendly fire casualties.

Logistics
Endurance to Sustain Operations
It is easy to pen changes to task organization in a written plan, but battle staffs need to have
a clear understanding of the implied actions needed to actually make the change. Many tasks
are required when a unit detaches/ attaches to a new command- and major impacts will be felt
unless there is keen attention to the details of logistics! (NOTE: moved this up.)
Changing a task organization will cause many second and third order effects, some critical.
Battle staffs need to work out the details, and focus on the priority issues that will directly
affect the mission, and understand risks on the other issues. For instance, when the Red
Dragons were detached from XVIII Airborne Corps to the VII Corps for offensive planning, the
following points of friction had to be considered and worked out by the battalion battle staff:
•

•

•

Being “plugged in” to a unit takes time- understanding the senior commanders’ vision,
timing for decision cycle, mission analysis, and coordination with units all around youfront, flanks, and rear. Your unit needs to become part of a pre-existing team.
Understand new unit Tactical Standing Operating Procedures (TSOP), how your new unit
plans and controls operations, reporting requirements and timing, and priority in
movement.
Know who owns the terrain - get authorization on routes, and understand available
times and unit priorities on these routes. When not basing from a Forward Operating

•

•
•

•

•

•

Base or Combat Outpost, a unit cannot just occupy land. Land use needs to be
coordinated by the land owning commander, what we called the “Land Baron.”
Actively assess unit training proficiency in basic combat skills such as security/ selfprotection during tactical movement and hasty defense. This could vary widely as units
are formed from different commands, active duty or reserve component, or Allied
country forces. Does this mean assess your own unit, including subordinate units that
may be assigned or attached to you? Or does it mean assess “adjacent” units who may
be from different commands or Allies?
Always plan, coordinate and train for requesting fire support and medevac. Find out the
communications frequencies and priorities.
Obtain current maps and graphics. Plan how your unit will operate in the digital mode
(easier to update) or analog mode (hard copy maps, plastic overlays for graphics.) How
will your work change when you change between digital and analog modes? Plan for
the worst case - sending logistics requisitions and new operational graphics hand carried
by liaison courier.
Be prepared to maintain updated personnel rosters when attachments/detachments
occur. This is especially critical in case of casualties and medevac out of theater. This
database will affect personnel rating chains, promotions, personnel assignment data
(more long term/ sustaining needs) after the fight.
Be ready to react to maintenance and supply issues when you have a task organization
change. Our battalion commander made the decision to leave behind some key items in
the maintenance queue when we departed US XVIII Airborne Corps and moved to VII
Corps. This ensured they were repaired, but we paid the price of a long trip back to pick
them up once ready. Maintenance is performed by priority level and date into the
system- understand this dynamic when you arrive at a new unit with broken equipment.
Quantify details when submitting unique logistics and support requirements. Our
battalion needed combat engineer assets to dig deliberate decontamination sites;
additional trucks to haul and preposition large quantities of decontamination solution,
tanker trucks for water, and fog oil for smoke operations. The more precise our
requests, the more likely we were to get what we requested.

Red Dragon Soldiers assisting the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment to clean vehicles prior to
redeployment to US and Germany- logistics demand just like deliberate decontamination!

Water required by 2d ACR and waste water control
RELEVANCE TO FUTURE FIGHTS
Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosive (CBRNE) weapons pose an
increased threat to U.S. and international security according to the 2014 Quadrennial Defense
Review. The Armed Forces of the United States must be prepared to conduct prompt, sustained,
and decisive military operations in CBRNE threats and environments. In the last 20 years, the

global threats from Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and improvised explosives have grown.
Potential sources have proliferated - from state threats, terrorists, extremists, terrorist
networks, transnational threats, nongovernmental organizations, businesses, rogue scientists or
technicians, and even individuals acting independently of any organization.
The TRADOC Pam 525-3-1, the Army Operating Concept, specifies that Army forces must be
prepared to prevent conflict, shape the security environment, and win wars. To win in a complex
world, Army forces must provide the Joint Force with multiple options, integrate the efforts of
multiple partners, operate across multiple domains, and present our enemies and adversaries
with multiple dilemmas.
Although the combat support operations by the 2d Chemical Battalion I described occurred
more than 24 years ago during Operation Desert Storm, many of the lessons are still valid today.
Attacks and incidents from use of WMD will require leaders to understand not only the planning
but also the technical details of execution. Clear mission command, communications and
logistics planning can provide our CBRNE forces with the capability to support maneuver
operations, and will require situational understanding, adaptability, simultaneity, operating in
depth and endurance to sustain operations. Our CBRNE leaders must continuously learn, adapt,
innovate and overcome - our Soldiers deserve no less!
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